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1. Introduction

The current widely-used radio astronomy software packages are generally held to be difficult
to build from source. This is the feedback I have received in conversation with astronomers,
software engineers and mathematicians who have had occasion to try to build this software. This
is also evidenced by the proliferation of the “how-to-build package X” web pages that are well
intentioned but often out-of-date and which work only a narrow selection of systems1.

Here I present an experiment to build CASA2 using the purely functional package/build
manager NIX3. Purely functional in this context means that the build of each package in the
dependency chain is carefuly isolated from other builds and any system-wide libraries, so that the
final result is fully specified by the declaration of package depenencies and build options. By
‘package/build’ manager I mean that this system provides both the mechanism to install software
packages in order to use them, and the mechanism to build these packages from source. Choice
of NIX in this investigation was motivated by previous positive experiences. Alternative package
management/build systems are briefly discussed in Section 5.

CASA was selected for this experiment because it is, in my opinion, the most complex package
from the build perspective that is widely used in astronomy.

1e.g., https://www.mrao.cam.ac.uk/~bn204/alma/sweng/casabuild.html
2https://casa.nrao.edu/
3http://nixos.org/nix/manual
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2. Building CASA with NIX

2.1. Overview

The CASA software package for purposes of NIX was split into it constituent modules: casa,
casa-gcwrap, casa-data and casa-asap. The major dependency is of course casacore, which was
split into casacore proper and casacore-data; the latter contains the epherimedes and similar data.
Both casa-data and casacore-data are required. The sources for all of these are fetched from their
svn/git repositories, verifying that the bleeding edge versions can be built.

Some of the unusual CASA dependencies are pgplot, wcslib, and libsakura, for which appropri-
ate NIX definitions were added. Other than these, CASA has many other standard dependencies
including X11 development libraries, Qt GUI interface, xml processing libraries, SWIG, Python,
a number of Python packages etc that were all already present in the standard nixpkgs defintions.

2.2. Results

Creating the NIX build for CASA required about 7 days of work. The final patch against the
master NIX nixpkgs tree consists of about 850 lines code of which majority are themselves patch
files (and therefore consist mostly of “diff” automatically generated text). The total number of
lines4 of NIX code is 441 while the total number lines in the diff-generated patches is 528. The
entire build specification is published at: https://github.com/bnikolic/casanix.

The build compiles and produces a functioning CASA installation. It was tested by running a
JVLA data reduction example.

Full rebuild of the astronomy specific packages casa, casa-gcwrap, casa-asap, casacore, casa-
data, wcslib, pgplot, libsakura requires approximately 20 minutes (16000s ‘user time’, 1000s
‘system time’) on my workstation (Dual Socket Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 2.50GHz, 24 cores total,
hyper-threading, 64 GB RAM, SK hynix SH920 2.5 7MM 256GB SDD formatted ext4 hosting
all the files involved in compilation). The build was invoked with parallelisation over 50 cores
maximum (−−cores 50 −j 50) .

2.3. Analysis of some of the trickier issues

1. Builds of some modules depend on files which are not “installed” by CMake. E.g., casa-
asap depends on cmake files from casa-code that are not normally installed

2. Utilities are sometimes used without detecting their presence in CMake. For example perl
is used to generate the shared object versioning string but is not detected, leading to cryptic
error messages if it is not specified as a dependency

3. Some assumptions about directory structures are made which are not compatible with a
functional build, e.g., that casa and casacore are accessible in same directory prefix

4. System paths in the Python parts of casa-gcwrap are used in a number of files making
it difficult to remove all assumptions about file locations that are not compatible with
functional rebuilds.

4 find −name ”∗.nix” | xargs wc
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3. Experiment with compiler versions

As an experiment in usefulness and robustness of the NIX build system the version of gcc used
was switched to 4.8 from the current5 default of 4.9 and the full dependency chain was recompiled
using this compiler ( this includes libc, X11 system, ATLAS libraries, python, etc). This build
did not use NIX caches6 and took around 10 hours of wall-clock time on the same workstation as
described above. No errors were encoutered on the first attempt to do this.

This experiment illustrates the usefulness of a functional build system to isolate and test
different versions of build tool chains as well as any low-level libraries.

4. Experiment on different systems

The examples given so far were executed on a system Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. As an experiment, the
build of CASA was also successfully repeated on an Ubuntu 15.10.

5. Similar packaging/build systems

The are a number of other packaging systems that build from source and are therefore similar
to NIX. The closest relative of NIX is GUIX7 which is descended from NIX and inspired by its
success.

Most relevant other system is probably “Conda”, which is a python-oriented packaging system
developed by the organisation publishing the “Anaconda” Python distribution. A CASA packag-
ing in conda can be found at https://github.com/pkgw/conda-recipes/tree/master/
recipes/.

Other widely used similar systems are the “homebrew” package system for the Apple OS X
and the Gentoo Linux distribution package system. The “ports” system is a much older system.

A compartive study of the different system was not undertaken.

6. Discussion

I found the following:

1. Understanding the way NIX works and learning the NIX expression language was a non-
trivial task. Persons without a computing background would likely require significant
training before they could write NIX derivations for complex new packages.

2. The NIX expressions written for this experiment are clear and reflect the actual depenency
structure and build intricancies of the software. They adequately document how to build
the software as well as providing a means of actually doing that.

5At the time of writing of this paragraph, around January 2016
6NIX caches are the repositories of pre-build packages that can be verified to correspond exactly to a new build

request
7https://www.gnu.org/software/guix/manual/guix.html
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3. The functional nature of the system appeared to be a signficant positive, for example to
identify hidden dependencies that are not explictly mentioned in the CMake files.

4. It is very easy to experiment with multiple versions of compilers, low-libraries, parser-
generators and other tool chain programs.

5. The caching mechanisms mean that the build system is relatively efficient.

7. Conclusions

Functional build/package management systems like NIX are useful for developing applications
with complex dependencies, e.g., CASA, for following reasons:

1. They create a build/packaging system that also provides human-readable information about
the dependencies and any unusual build commands;

2. They allows easy experimentation with different combinations of compilers, pre-processors,
dependent libraries etc. This in turn allows testing to make sure the builds are not brittle
with respect to system changes and evolution libraries

3. Use of such a system may reduce the barier for new people to contribute to large software
packages.

A. Build instructions

You will need to be able to “sudo” as yourself to install nix in single-user mode. If your user
cannot “sudo”, then the root user needs to run:

mkdir -m 0755 /nix && chown bntest1 /nix

With that out of the way:

curl https://nixos.org/nix/install | sh

. /home/bntest1/.nix-profile/etc/profile.d/nix.sh

nix-env -f /home/bntest1/nixcasa/casabuild.nix -i -A casa -A casa-gcwrap

Should install casa and casa-gcwrap (which is the Python front-end for CASA).
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